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The list of significant adult books for young people which was compiled by the American Library Association? You will find it in the March, 1964, NEA Journal.

*The Art of Good Reading* by Arthur S. McDonald and George H. Zimmy? The book, published by the Bobbs-Merrill Company, is written for college students and adults who wish to become better readers. It wisely emphasizes understanding and flexibility as the two main essentials of effective reading.

Helen M. Robinson’s excellent summary of investigations relating to reading? It appears in the February, 1964, issue of *The Reading Teacher*.

*New Trends in Reading Instruction*? This book by Shelley Umans published by Teachers College, Columbia University, provides an overview of four current trends in reading instruction—reading in the content fields, grouping practices, programmed materials, and the use of community resources.

Catherine McKee’s “Fable for State Boards of Teacher Certification” which appears in the Winter, 1964, issue of the *Journal of Developmental Reading*? Also appearing in the journal is an excellent article, “Intellectual Characteristics of Disabled Readers at the High School and College Levels,” by Arthur S. McDonald.

*Woodlawn Wigwams* by Louise Jean Walker, professor emeritus of Western Michigan University and author of *Legends of Greensky Hill*? This book, published by Hillsdale School Supply of Hillsdale, Michigan, is a part of a great heritage of literature in which the author depicts the Indians’ home life, their philosophical and religious beliefs, their moral code, their feasts and festivals, their burial customs, their contributions to our culture, and their present status. It is a book which young and old will thoroughly enjoy.

*Human Behavior, An Inventory of Scientific Findings* by Berelson and Steiner? It is published by Harcourt, Brace and World and promises to be one of the most quoted books of our time.